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We study multivariate tensor product problems in the worst case and average case
settings They are dened on functions of d variables For arbitrary d we provide
explicit upper bounds on the costs of algorithms which compute an approximation
to the solution The cost bounds are of the form























Here cd is the cost of one function evaluation or one linear functional evaluation
and 
i
s do not depend on d they are determined by the properties of the problem for
d  
 For certain tensor product problems these cost bounds do not exceed cdK
 p
for some numbers K and p both independent of d
We apply these general estimates to certain integration and approximation problems
in the worst and average case settings
We also obtain an upper bound which is independent of d for the number n d
of points for which discrepancy with unequal weights is at most 
n d  	 
 
  d   

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  Introduction
We study linear multivariate problems in the worst case and average case settings They
are de	ned as computing an  approximation to a linear operator acting on functions f of
d variables An  approximation is obtained by an algorithm which combines information
about the function f  This information is provided by a number of continuous linear func
tionals L
f The functional L can be a function evaluation L
f  f
x for some x or an
arbitrary continuous linear functional The information given by function values is of special
interest since that is usually what we can only compute in practice The optimal choice
of sample points and algorithms is a challenging problem for many multivariate problems
We add that the optimal choice of arbitrary continuous linear functionals and algorithms is
known see Chapters  and  of 
We assume that the cost of computing L
f is c
d    We also assume that we
can perform combinatory operations such as arithmetic operations and comparisons at unit
cost The cost of an algorithm that computes an  approximation is de	ned as the cost of
computing all functionals and combinatory operations The computational complexity is
de	ned as the minimal cost of computing an  approximation in the given setting
We stress that we are interested in both large and modest d The reason is that in some
applications d is large whereas in many other applications d is modest say between  and 
Examples of problems with large d include some 	nance and physics problems For 	nance
problems dealing with a pool of year mortgages we usually have d   
 years times
 months For physics problems dealing with path integrals we typically approximate
the path integral by 	nite dimensional integrals Then d is the dimension of the domain of
the approximation and can be arbitrarily large There are numerous examples of problems
with modest d such as integration approximation and the solution of partial dierential
equations which involve a small number of variables
Ecient solution of multivariate problems is especially important for large d However
even a small improvement for modest d can be signi	cant since in some applications thou
sands of problems with modest d have to be computed Therefore we would like to 	nd the
best possible solution for both large and modest d
In this paper we study tensor product problems They are fully determined by the one






 In the worst case

















The algorithms studied in this paper were presented by Smolyak  who studied tensor
product problems in the worst case setting Antecedents of these algorithms may be found

in  Later these algorithms have been used in many papers for speci	c problems we
only mention some recent papers          In all these papers only
asymptotic cost 
or error bounds are provided ie   is assumed to be suciently small
whereas d is arbitrary but 	xed In this paper we will obtain explicit cost bounds for all d
and  
The essence of these algorithms is that it is enough to know how to solve the tensor prod
uct problem for d   eciently Then the algorithms for arbitrary d are fully determined in
terms of the algorithms for d   The one dimensional algorithms may use function values
or more generally arbitrary linear functionals As already mentioned the choice of function
values is especially interesting since for arbitrary linear functionals we know how to solve
multivariate problems Furthermore the algorithms for d   do not have to be optimal
although a poor choice makes the cost of the algorithms larger for arbitrary d
The algorithms are linear That is they depend linearly on the information This
property makes their implementation easier In fact the weights of the algorithm for d   
are given by linear combinations of the corresponding tensor products weights of the one
dimensional algorithms
The algorithms use specially chosen sample points 
or linear functionals Even if we use
equallyspaced sample points for d   then the position of sample points in d dimensions is
very dierent from grid points In fact it is known that grid points are a very poor choice
of sample points for tensor product problems see eg   Information used by the
algorithms is called hyperbolic cross information and have been successfully applied for a
number of problems see Section  for details and references
We summarize the result of Smolyak  more precisely He studied the worst case
setting only Let A


d denote an algorithm which computes an  approximation for the
d dimensional case For simplicity we assume that     

  Then under natural
assumptions he showed that the cost of A





















which depend on the particular tensor product problem
HereK
d




 is independent of d The dependence on d is through ln   and through the unknown
K
d
 Hence asymptotically with respect to   
ie when d is 	xed and   tends to zero the
bound seems very satisfactory However from a practical point of view the dependence on
d is also crucial Therefore without knowing the behavior of K
d
 it is impossible to assess
the quality of this bound especially when both   and d may vary
In this paper we analyze the error and cost of algorithms with strong emphasis on the
dependence on d As far as we know the dependence on d has not been studied before Our

analysis is for both the worst case and average case settings The average case setting is of
interest per se Moreover for some problems the worst case setting can be analyzed through
an average case setting In the average case setting we are able to get tighter bounds than in
the worst case setting Therefore the average case setting is also of interest from the purely
worst case setting point of view
Among speci	c results we prove that if the one dimensional algorithm combines the
information in an optimal way and the information is nested 
see Section  for the de	nition
then optimality of the algorithm is preserved for arbitrary d This holds in both settings
However optimality of information is not preserved That is if optimal information is used
for d   then the corresponding information for d    needs not be optimal however we
do not lose much




function of both   and d This bound holds under a natural assumption that the cost of
the one dimensional algorithm A







denote the norm of the one dimensional operator S
 
 The norm k k
set
depends
on the setting In the worst case setting it is the usual operator norm whereas in the average




















 For d   
the norm of the corresponding operator is B
d






d   solves the problem with error not exceeding   and zero cost Hence it is enough
to consider only    B
d
 Then the cost bound for the algorithm A
































which are fully determined by the quality of the one dimensional algorithms
and the setting
Note that from 
 we can infer an estimate of K
d
in 




































Hence the asymptotic constant C
d
goes to zero superexponentially with d Equivalently
for     

with a suciently small  

 the factor K
d
is superexponentially small in d
For 	xed   and varying d or for both   and d varying it may however happen that the
bound 




d or is an indication that the tensor product problem is hard
To address this issue we raise the question of optimality of the cost bound 
 ie
how much this bound diers from the complexity comp
  d 
As already mentioned the

complexity is the minimal cost over all choices of information and algorithms which allow to
compute an  approximation Unfortunately sharp bounds on the complexity comp
  d
are only known for some speci	c problems and usually only if arbitrary linear functionals are
allowed If function values only are allowed then we usually know the asymptotic behavior
of the complexity
comp

























 but unknown K

d
 see eg        The limited
knowledge of the behavior of the complexity makes the question of optimality of the cost
bound 















 matches the exponent 


in the complexity The exponent 





This means that 
 is not optimal for small   However it is usually necessary to take a
pathologically small   to observe a signi	cant dierence in the cost due to the increase of





 we are not able to verify optimality of the cost bound 

To alleviate this diculty and yet to get some insight concerning the optimality of 

and the dependence on d we follow the approach of tractability and strong tractability for
linear multivariate problems introduced in   Tractability means that the complexity
is bounded by c
dK
d   where K
d   is a polynomial in d and   Strong tractability
means that K
d   is a polynomial in   and does not depend on d An algorithm that
computes an  approximation with cost bounded in such a way is said to be a polynomialtime

or strongly polynomialtime algorithm
 
For tensor product problems for which S
 
is not





    the concepts of tractability and strong tractability
coincide see Section  and 
i of the Appendix
We stress that the cost bound 
 holds for arbitrary tensor product problems which may
or may not be strongly tractable If the tensor product problem is not strongly tractable then
the cost of any algorithm which computes an  approximation cannot depend polynomially
on d In our case this means that the dependence on d in 
 is exponential We stress that




d even for small  
Suppose now that the tensor product problem is strongly tractable This is the case if
the following two conditions holds The 	rst condition is that there exists a one dimensional
 













We add that the 	rst condition is also necessary for strong tractability The second
condition is necessary if S
 
is not a linear functional If S
 





   may or may not yield strong tractability depending on a speci	c form of S
 

The second condition is also necessary for a linear functional S
 
which cannot be represented
as a 	nite combination of function evaluations see 
ii and 
iii of the Appendix
Assuming these two conditions we show that A








d  K 
c
d    
 p
  d     

for some nonnegative numbers K and p This means that the dependence on d is only
through the cost c
d This holds even if only function values are used Previously such
algorithms were known to exist but the proof was nonconstructive see  
We stress that the cost bound 
 is usually much smaller than 
 To obtain a bound of
the form 
 we must permit the worst relation between d and   Such a relation between
d and   does not usually hold in computational practice Hence in most practical cases
the cost bound 
 is much smaller than the bound 





 If B is close to one then p  

may be very large
We now comment on the assumption 
 which may be viewed as the normalization of




  For d    the norm of the corresponding
operator is B
d
 which is exponentially small for large d As already mentioned for     B
d
the problem is trivial since it can be solved with zero cost whereas    B
d
seems to require
an unusually high precision which may not be needed in computational practice This may
be interpreted as stating that only trivial or badly normalized tensor product problems are
strongly tractable Still as we shall see for certain important problems the assumption
B   holds
One may feel uneasy accepting the assumption 
 and prefer to normalize the tensor




  Then some counterintuitive things happen
see  and 
iv of the Appendix For instance this normalization criterion contradicts a
natural property that the sum of two strongly tractable problems is strongly tractable




  For instance
consider the worst case setting with the unit ball in the Sobolev space F
 
of absolutely























f   f  Then
kS
 
k   jj	

Hence if we insist that kS
 
k   we must take jj  	 although it seems that the most
natural choice of  is  Obviously the norm kS
 
k depends also on the length of interval
the bound of the 	rst derivative and so on One can thus play with the choices of dierent
problem parameters to satisfy or not to satisfy the assumption 
 see Section  We prefer
not to choose sides in this selection of parameters
We add that if one normalizes the problem by taking kS
 
k   then the problem becomes





for some positive 
	
 see  Still if   is not too small this is acceptable even for large d
Obviously we can always use the cost bound 
 which is reasonable for modest d
We illustrate the analysis of this paper by a number of applications We discuss multivari
ate integration and approximation in the worst case and average case settings In particular
we study the average case setting for multivariate integration of continuous functions de	ned
over the d dimensional cube  
d
and equipped with the classical Wiener sheet measure








 and both conditions for strong tractability hold
i   
 
  
Another interesting application is discrepancy 
with unequal weights in the L

norm
This problem is de	ned as 	nding n points in the d dimensional unit cube which approximate
the volumes of rectangles with minimal error see  for the precise de	nition and basic
properties Discrepancy has been extensively studied in number theory see eg   
 It has recently been applied in computer science see   and the references given there
Discrepancy is related to multivariate integration Indeed discrepancy is an upper bound
on the worst case integration error of functions whose variation in the sense of Hardy and
Krause is at most one see  It is also known see  that discrepancy 
with optimally
chosen weights is equal to the minimal average case integration error of continuous functions
de	ned over the d dimensional unit cube and equipped with the Wiener sheet measure
Hence although discrepancy seems to have nothing in common with tensor products and
strong tractability of multivariate problems we may apply the bounds of the average case
integration to discrepancy More precisely let n
  d denote the number of points in the d
dimensional cube for which discrepancy is at most   Then
n

























 as claimed Hence for any n points in




For applications with large d we have thus an exponentially small initial value of dis
crepancy and    
 d
does not have to hold

For applications with modest d the error




  d  

  







We also show that
n
























monotonically to zero Equivalently this means that the discrepancy DISC
n

d of these n









See Section  for the de	nition of the points and weights satisfying these bounds We
stress however that these bounds can be applied only if unequal weights are permitted
We now comment on the above bounds on discrepancy and the average case integration
It is known that the minimal number of points with discrepancy or average case integration
error at most   is of order  
 
 The proof is however not constructive We mention in
Section  that the exponent which we obtained p   can be lowered by choosing
dierent parameters for d   We tried a number of such parameters but we always obtained
exponents greater than two This indicates that either the algorithms studied in this paper
are not optimal or that analysis of these algorithms can be improved It is a challenging
problem to 	nd points for which the exponent p is at most two Of course it would be
desirable to 	nd the smallest such exponent




here The algorithm depends on a number of parameters and in many cases we simpli	ed
quite complicated estimates by taking speci	c values of these parameters or by accepting
some overestimates In a number of remarks presented in the text we indicate possible
generalizations which may be useful for future improvements
We plan to write and test software implementing the algorithm A


d for a number
of tensor product problems including the problems mentioned in Section  We also plan
to study rounding error properties of A


d This seems especially needed since for the
integration problem the weights of these algorithms for d    may be of dierent signs even
though the weights for d   are all positive

This may suggest that discrepancy is not properly normalized

 Formulation of the Problem
In this section we de	ne a tensor product problem for a class of functions of d variables
We also de	ne information and algorithms as well as their cost and errors for approximating
the tensor product problems










is a real separable Banach space of functions f  D
d
 IR D  IR G
d
is a real
separable Hilbert space and S
d
is a continuous linear operator
We assume that G
d







    G
 





 the space G
d





































































































































 are equal to hg 
i
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The speci	c assumptions concerning F
d
depend on a particular setting and are given in


































We assume that also S
d

































We now explain how the elements S
d

f are approximated Without loss of generality
we restrict ourselves to nonadaptive information and linear algorithms since for the settings
considered in this paper adaption and nonlinear algorithms are not essentially better see 
 Hence the element S
d

f is approximated by A
f  
N










consists of n values of continuous linear functionals L
i




is a linear mapping

















We refer to such A as a linear algorithm
The error of the algorithm A depends on the setting and is de	ned in Sections  and
 The cost of A does not depend on the setting and is de	ned as follows We assume that








 We also assume that
basic arithmetic operations on reals and multiplication and addition in G
d
have a unit cost
Assuming that the elements g
i




A  n 
c
d    




is usually easy since they depend
only on the corresponding elements for d  
  Worst Case Setting
In the worst case setting we additionally assume that F
 
is a real separable Hilbert space
and that F
d





     F
 

de	ned similarly as the space G
d




































Due to linearity of S
d



















   Average Case Setting
In the average case setting we assume that the Banach space F
 
is equipped with a zero
mean Gaussian measure 
 
 see   To preserve the tensor product structure we assume
that F
d



























































Then the property 




















































Due to linearity of S
d









 Algorithms for Tensor Product Problems
We present algorithms for tensor product problems As already indicated in the introduc
tion these algorithms were analyzed by Smolyak  in the worst case setting but without
studying the dependence on d
The essence of these algorithms is that for arbitrary d    they are given by certain
combinations of tensor products of one dimensional 
d   algorithms
Assume therefore that for d   we know linear algorithms 
operators U
i
 i    which



























































































































  implies that A
q d   Therefore we assume that q   d
To 	nd an explicit form of the algorithm A




     i
d


















for all k Furthermore by Q





















        
The cardinality of the set Q





































































for any m   
We now derive an explicit form of A







































q d for all indices







with  	 f g
d
and j j  q  j








































We now compute b
i d Clearly we can sum up with respect to j j        d Since



























i d   for i   d This yields the explicit form of A
q d which is summa



































i q  d   j
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used by the algorithm A



































j satisfy the so called hyperbolic inequality 
 However not every index

j satisfying 









with q   Then

j    is a counterexample
Thus the indices of the functionals of the information N
qd
are a subset of the solution
of the hyperbolic inequality 
 The solution set of 
 forms part of a hyperbolic cross
That is why the information N
qd
is called hyperbolic cross information
The study and power of such hyperbolic cross information has been initiated by Babenko
 who studied approximation of periodic functions by polynomials that use Fourier coe
cients whose indices are from a hyperbolic cross There are many papers where the power of
hyperbolic cross information has been studied for a number of problems in dierent settings
The reader is referred to           
 Error Analysis
 Worst Case
We analyze the error of the algorithm 
 in terms of its error for d   The following
assumptions will be used for d  
kS
 






k  C D
i










  i    


Here the constant B bounds a norm of the operator S
 





 Of course only D   is of interest
For i   in 
 we get kS
 
k  C Therefore we can assume that B  C Similarly










k  D 
C  E 
Hence we can assume that B  D
C  E By the same argument C
D
  




 To avoid the trivial case we also assume that B   Then C E and D have
to be positive
We stress that in general we do not assume any optimality properties of linear algorithms
U
i
for d   We also do not assume any relation between information used by successive
U
i
 In Subsection  we derive an upper bound on the error of A
q d in this general
case In Subsection  we assume nested information and optimality of U
i
 Under these
assumptions we improve error bounds of A










is the error of the algorithm A








is the error of U
i
for the one dimensional case
For q  d we have A
q d   and e
A




 For q   d we present the
following estimates
Lemma  If  	 and 
 hold then for q   d we have
e
A
























with H  maxfBDEg 

Proof For d   Lemma  coincides with 
 Assume by induction that Lemma  holds






































































































































we obtain the second inequality  
 Nested Information and Optimal Algorithms




































     L
i m
i
g  i       
Since F
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f  hf f
 
i  hf f

i      hf f
m
i
i i       
We also assume that the algorithms U
i
are optimal ie they minimize the error among all
algorithms that use the information N
i













is the orthogonal projection on the linear subspace spanff
j








 We show that 
 implies optimality of the algorithm A
q d for any d



























q d  S
d
R











































 Hence on the subspace spanned
























q d the operator R
q d
is the identity Moreover R
q d   for the orthogonal complement of this subspace This
proves that R
q d  P
q d As for d   it is known that this form of A
q d yields the
minimal error  
Remark  The projection form of an algorithm A
q d implies the minimal error also if
the range space of S
d
is not necessarily a tensor product nor a Hilbert space In fact the
projection form implies additional error properties such as minimizing all local errors see
eg    This is why such algorithms are sometimes referred to as central or strongly
optimal  
We now improve the estimate of Lemma  when the following additional assumption




is optimal among all
information using m
i
arbitrary linear continuous functionals It is well known that N
i
is





































































For d    the algorithm A











 It is also known that
e
A
q d  kS
d
A



















  We now 	nd a more explicit form on the error of A
q d
Lemma  For optimal information with N
i
of  and optimal U
i
of  we have
e
A

















If additionally 	 holds then
e
A






































 is an eigenelement of W
d
and


































for k        d Then j
































































ij  q Due to 
 e
A












ij  q  g as claimed
Due to 







































It is easy to check that the information N
qd
is in general not optimal for d   although
it consists of optimal information for d   How muchN
qd
diers from optimal information
will be checked in Subsection 
  Average Case
We now analyze the error of the algorithm A
q d in the average case setting As in Section
 this will be done in terms of its error for d   The following assumptions will be used

































  i    

for some constants BCDE with   B  C and D  

 General Case
For the general case of nonnested information and arbitrary algorithms U
i
 the same proof




















with H  maxfBDEg 





 Nested Information and Optimal Algorithms
As in Section  we now assume that for d   the informationN
i
used by the algorithms
U
i
is nested We also assume that the algorithms U
i
are optimal ie they minimize the
average case error among all algorithms that use the information N
i

We now recall the form of optimal algorithms in the average case setting for arbitrary d
It is known see eg  that for Gaussian measures and a linear operator S the optimal
algorithm that uses information N equals Sm
y where m
y is the mean of the conditional
measure given y  N





















For d    we use the information N  N




























g Due to 
 we have
A





q d is optimal for arbitrary d 
In fact this holds without assuming the tensor
product form of S
d
andor Hilbertian properties of G
d
 We summarize this in the following
lemma




of  the resulting algorithm A
q d
is optimal ie it minimizes the average case error among all algorithms that use the same
information

To estimate the error of A
q d we now use the fact that G
d
is a Hilbert space and S
d
is a tensor product operator Recall that the error e
A
q d of A
q d is now given by
e
A



















































are optimal and the informationN
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 which corresponds to 

































































































     x
q d  
     x
d







































q d It is easy to observe that f
d




for all j k holds This yields
the desired property
Remark  The error formulas 
 and 
 and their monotonicity hold under more gen







































 Hence we can use now dierent spaces and operators

for each k        Assume that for each scalar problem S
 k
we use optimal algorithms
U
ik











     x
q d  
     x
d

















Due to the monotonicity property 
 and 































































q  i 










 the largest term in the last sum is for
i   Therefore in this case one can estimate the last sum by d times the term for i  








































Using the binomial equation for 
  x
j




















Since the product of the two binomial coecients in the second sum equals

q  k  d
k

q  d  j




and since the sum with respect to j of the latter coecient is

q















































































In summary we have the following lemma





q   d we have
e
A











































for all i    then the rst inequality in 
 becomes an






























Remark  In Lemma  we assume that 
 and 
 hold Thus in particular we assume
that B  C It is sometimes better not to assume any relation between the constants B and
C This corresponds to requiring that 
 holds for i   






k  C D
i










































Here   BC and we assume that    D The last assumption    D is quite natural








k We add that if kS
 




k  C D
i
for i    then the inequality in the formula for the error of A
q d becomes an equality




q  d  For i
k























 whereas for i
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i denote the number of indices in

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  a





























































 we can simplify the last
equality to
a





















q   d   can be performed with respect to the length p of
vectors

i and with respect to the number k of indices in

i that equal  Observe that for










i of length p





























 in terms of a




























q  d    Using the form of a











d i k  


see  of  we obtain the needed estimate
Note that for B  C we have    and the sum with respect to k is

q  i 
d  i 

which agrees with Lemma   
 Cost Analysis
Similarly as in the previous section we estimate the cost of the algorithmA
q d for arbitrary
d by the cost of the algorithms U
i
for d   Since A
q d is a linear algorithm its cost
is estimated by m
q d
c
d     see Section  Here m
q d is the cardinality of the
information N
q d used by the algorithm U
q d and c
d is the cost of computing one
linear functional




used by the algorithms U
i
for d  
see 
 In Section  we assume that the error of U
i
is of order D
i
 Hence we want to
de	ne m
i
such that this error estimate holds For many problems the error depends on some










 for some positive p Hence to satisfy

 or 







which means that m
i
depends exponentially












for some numbers F   and F

  The minus  in the above formula is taken to simplify
initial estimates Moreover it makes the bound sharp for i   since for U
i
  we have
m

  A more general case is considered in Remark 
Of course the cardinality m







 Thus for the purpose of the following estimates we can assume that
F
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We now analyze the case of nested information For any s  s
 











 Since the algorithm A
q d is a combination of U
s
s see Lemma  and for jsj  q
U
s
uses information contained in another U
r
with s  r and jrj  q we only need to consider
jsj  q








j  d   then s
d
 q  d   and hence U
s






  functionals For js
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functionals used by U
s
that are not used by any other U
v









j  p Since p  q   the cardinality m
q d is bounded
by
m










































the latter equality follows from  of  Hence
m






















We summarize the cost estimate in the following Lemma

Lemma 	 Let  hold and q   d Then we have
cost




where for nonnested information
m













and for nested information
m






































  the rst inequality in  becomes an equality






















We stress that this precomputation is sometimes very easy Indeed if G
i






the product of d numbers and can be computed in d scalar multiplications of numbers On





























 can be computed in d  scalar multiplications of one
dimensional functions Hence if we know the elements for d   then usually it is easy to
obtain the corresponding elements for arbitrary d
Remark  We now generalize the estimates on the cardinality m
q d assuming that for










 b i   
where F

  is positive and F  maxf bg We prove that
m






































 Hence we can assume that F

  Repeating
the analysis of this section for nested information we need only to consider vectors jsj  q










































functionals used by U
s
that are not used by any other U
v
with jvj  q Here k is the number
of s
i






d    k

vectors s
of length p with k indices equal to  p   d  k   Summing up we obtain the needed
formula  
  Cost Analysis
In this section we analyze the cost of the algorithm A
q d with error at most   That is we
determine a possibly minimal q for which e
A
q d    and estimate the cost of A
q d






  d   for     B
d
 We also mention
the easy case of d   For d   we have e
U
q
































In what follows we consider the remaining case when q   d   
We begin with the general case of nonnested information Let q  q
d   be the minimal
integer for which the error bound 


































To estimate q we proceed as follows Let q  x
d  with x   d













































Let x  t lnD
  
 Using 
 instead of the lefthandside of 
 we get























































It is easy to verify that t

satis	es 
 and then to show by a simple induction that all t
k
s
















since x  
Remark  The sequence of t
k
s converges monotonically to t


















to zero Moreover the convergence is quite fast and thus this can be used in an algorithm










d  with x   d
d   and
q





 k   





































































































For nested information the cardinality m
q d has the same bounds as above multiplied
by 

F  F 
d

We now consider the average case setting For a general case of nonnested informa
tion the cost of A
q d is bounded by the same formula as in Theorem  for nonnested
information For nested information with optimal U
i
 to guarantee A
q d    we can take
q  q







































 respectively In particular h























The above analysis and the relation between the cardinality m
q d and the cost lead to
the following theorem In this theorem we use the following abbreviations worst case nested
when the worst case setting and nested information are considered average case nested when
the average case setting with nested information and optimal U
i
are considered and general
when nonnested information 
either in worst case or average case setting is considered
Theorem  Let the problem satisfy assumptions  	 and 
 if the worst case
setting is considered and assumptions   and 	 if the average case setting is





















































































































































































































































   general
   average case nested
where H  maxfBDEg
We now comment on Theorem  The essence of the estimate of Theorem  is that for
arbitrary d the cost of computing an  approximation is fully determined by the constants
from the one dimensional case d   To focus on the dependence on d we slightly simplify


































































formula mentioned in the abstract




 of the cost has the same exponent for all d The
value of 

depends on the quality of the information N
i
and the algorithms U
i
for d  
Sometimes we can choose them in such a way that 

is minimized The next leading factor









































where the constant in the o notation may depend on d Observe that the asymptotic constant
goes to zero superexponentially with d We stress that the exponent 

is sometimes too























This indicates that the algorithm does not in general minimize the cost of computing an
 approximation although the loss is usually only by a power of ln   Moreover for those
problems the dependence of C
d




We now 	x   and vary d Observe the very interesting dependence of cost


  d on d
With increasing d the power grows but 

ln   is divided by increasing numbers For





























  the dependence on d disappear for 

  it goes exponentially fast to
zero and for 

  it goes exponentially fast to in	nity
This indicates that the quality of the algorithm A
q d may depend on 

 However it
is not clear whether the condition 

  is an overestimate of the cost of the algorithm
A
q d or that the algorithm A
q d is not good or that the tensor product problem is
hard This is discussed in the next section

 Strong Tractability







g is strongly tractable i the complexity of computing an  approximation
is bounded by c
dK
  whereK
  is a polynomial in   This is equivalent to the condition
that there are two nonnegative numbers K and p such that for every d       and    
there exists an algorithm A which computes an  approximation for the d dimensional case
with cost
cost
A   d  
c




Hence the only dependence on the dimension d is through the cost c
d of one evaluation
of a linear functional This also means that the number of linear functionals needed for
an  approximation is independent of d and depends polynomially on   An algorithm A
which satis	es 
 is said to be strongly polynomialtime The smallest 
or the in	mum of
p for which 
 holds is called the strong exponent of the tensor product problem
Let  denote the class of continuous linear functionals which can be used by the al
gorithms A
q d We consider two classes The 	rst class   
std
consists of function
evaluations whereas the second class   
all
consists of all continuous linear functionals
We now discuss the class 
std
 Recall that in the worst case setting we assume that F
d
is a
Hilbert space Then continuity of functionals in 
std
is equivalent to F
d
being a reproducing
kernel space see  Obviously F
d
is a reproducing kernel space i F
 
has this property
In the average case setting the continuity of function evaluations is equivalent to continuity
of the covariance kernel function of the measure 
d
 Strong tractability in the class 
std
is










is uniformly bounded in d
Here 
D is the Lebesgue measure of the domain D  IR K
 d








 norm and K
d












is the reproducing kernel of the space F
d
in the worst case setting and the
covariance kernel function in the average case setting see 
For the class 
all
 it is known which problems are strongly tractable Obviously if S
 
is
a continuous linear functional then the problem is strongly tractable If S
 
















has at least two positive
eigenvalues then strong tractability depends on the setting















     are eigenvalues of W
 
 see Theorem  of 




























     are eigenvalues of the covariance operator C

of the




















S g 	 G where L
g






i of the Appendix
It is also known that if strong tractability does not hold then the cost of any algorithm
for computing an  approximation has stronger than polynomial dependence on d
We now relate the assumptions of strong tractability with the assumptions we have made
concerning the algorithm A










we can assume B   in 
 or 












in the average case setting
This discussion on strong tractability motivates the assumptions of the next theorem
which states that the algorithm A
q d is strongly polynomialtime
Theorem  Let the problem satisfy assumptions  	 and 
 if the worst case
setting is considered and assumptions   and 	 if the average case setting is
considered Moreover we assume 
If B   then the algorithm A





q d with q dened as in Theorem  has error not exceeding   and its













     B
d



































































































we always have 

 
   and 


  and q

is a
unique solution from 
  of the equation
q 
 
   ln q
























































 and the relations betweenBCDH
Clearly B   and 

  imply 


  Thus 
 has a solution We now show that q

is
the smallest solution of 

Substituting y  lnx 
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y   ln y









  which implies 

 
   Then y   

 
   and the











































   the maximum of g is attained
at a critical point y








y   and for 

 
  h does not have a root in 

 
  since h













is the unique solution of y












 a  y


















 in the de	nition of g
y







unique solution of  aq  ln q as claimed  
As before the constant K and the exponent p in Theorem  are fully determined by the
parameters for d   The exponent p is however usually too large since we are using some
overestimates on the error and on the cardinality of the algorithm A


d We now show that
sometimes the exponent p can be lowered by a dierent approach









 For x   
 D
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x  ln f
x ln 
g
x we have h
x  ln F ln D
  

















which   and  hold with B   For    B
d





q d with q  dx






Then the error of A


d is at most   and for any positive  the cost of A










































































































































From the de	nition of q we obtain that q  
xy
d with x    and y 	  
d
We now show that
e
A











Indeed for x   
 D








 of Lemma  yields
e
A














































as claimed in the 	rst inequality of 

















Using this and Lemma  we obtain
m

















































We now prove 
 It follows from 




most   To estimate the cardinality m
q d of A
































































To show the second part of the Lemma denote p














































































 This means that the equation p


x   has a solution
x

 Of course this equation is equivalent to 






















x   due to 

This completes the proof  
Remark  Observe that for p

  we can set    in 























  we need   
However then the maximum in 







Remark 	 Theorem  and Lemma  describe two dierent de	nitions of the parameter q




q d is strongly polynomialtime As already mentioned
the exponent p

  given by Lemma  is usually smaller For a 	xed d we can estimate the
cost of the algorithm A






















































is 	nite since p

  On the other hand C
d
goes to in	nity with d Still for













 and with q as in
























In this section we illustrate the results of the previous sections for four problems of integra
tion approximation and a general tensor product problem in the worst case and average case
settings Since integration for continuous functions with the classical Wiener sheet measure
is related to discrepancy we also obtain bounds on discrepancy in the L

norm
Tensor product problems are de	ned by the one dimensional case for scalar functions In
general one may consider functions f  a b  IR for an arbitrary interval a b Clearly
with the obvious change of variables we can assume that a   and the new interval becomes
    b  a Thats why we choose to work with functions de	ned over   with
   Then for d    the domain of the functions is  
d

As already mentioned we are interested in both large and modest d For large d we
would like to have strong tractability As we shall see it will depend on  For modest d
strong tractability is irrelevant and the parameter  does not matter
 Integration of Smooth Periodic Functions
In this subsection we consider an integration problem We begin with the average case








  be the Banach space of periodic rtimes continuously dierentiable


















tj for r    We now explain how a Gaussian measure 
 
is
chosen First we take w
r







 f 	 Bg Borel set B  F
 





minfx tg Observe that the set





   j        r g
has measure one Since we deal with periodic functions we also must have f
j

   for
j        r with probability  To satisfy these boundary conditions we take the measure

 



























g is obtained as in Section  That is
F
d
is now the Banach space of periodic 











 r The measure 
d





































t   for all t with at least one component equal to zero or 
j
i






















We now turn to the algorithm A
q d For d   we need to de	ne the information N
i





















































From Sections  of Chapters  and  of  it follows that the algorithm U
i
is optimal











































is nested and the assumptions 
 
 and 
 hold with equalities
Indeed we have




 D  
 r 
 F   and F

 
Hence the algorithm A












We now estimate the cost of the algorithm A


d We 	rst compute the constants which






































































Then we can use the estimates of Theorems  and  with these constants
We specialize these estimates for r   and assuming for simplicity that    We now
have
B  C  

p
   D
  




























































 This inequality corre





















that the average case complexity of computing an  approximation for this








 where the factors in the ! notation depend on
d Hence for 	xed d and   tending to zero the cost of the algorithm A


d agrees with the
leading term of the complexity however the exponent of ln   is too large







d   
c








t t is uniformly
bounded in d it is well known that the complexity of computing an  approximation for
integration in the average case setting isO
 
 
 with the factor in theO notation independent
of d This means that 
 is not satisfactory Indeed it is possible to improve this bound It
can be veri	ed that we can now use 















d    
 	

which is better but still not satisfactory 
Of course the factor in the O notation does not
depend on d This can be improved by using Lemma  Indeed using Newtons iteration
we found out that p









d   
c
d    
  	

We now brie"y comment on the worst case setting It is well known that for integration 
as
well as for arbitrary linear functional S
 
 the average case and worst case settings are related
That is the average case setting for the space F
 
with the measure 
 
corresponds to the worst
case setting for the unit ball of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H
 
whose reproducing
kernel is the covariance function of the measure 
 
 see eg  For arbitrary  the space
H
 
is the Sobolev space of periodic functions vanishing at  and  whose rth derivatives are






















Hence all the estimates presented in this subsection are also valid for the worst case with






This follows from the fact that periodicity does not change the dependence on   and without periodicity
the bound on the average case complexity is derived in 	


  Integration of Nonperiodic Functions







g as in Subsection  with r   but without assuming periodicity of func
tions That is F
 
 C
  is now the Banach space of continuous functions equipped







tj As the measure 
 




For d    the Banach space F
d
is the class of continuous functions with the sup norm
the measure 
d














To de	ne the algorithm A





















































It is known see  that the algorithm U
i

































is nested and the assumptions 
 and 
 hold with equalities Indeed
we have





 D   F   and F

 
Hence the algorithm A
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Assume for simplicity that    To estimate the cost of the algorithm we 	rst compute















































Similarly as in Subsection  for     
 d
the problem is trivial For    
 d



























factors in the ! notation depend on d see  As in Subsection  the exponent of   in
the cost estimate of the algorithm A
q d agrees with the power of   in the average case
complexity however the power of ln   is too large







d   
c
d    
 	

As in Subsection  the last estimate is not satisfactory since the average case complexity
of computing an  approximation is O
 
 
 with the factor in the O notation independent
of d As before it is possible to improve this bound For instance by using 
 of Lemma























The exponent p can be lowered by using a modi	ed Lemma  We computed the corre
sponding p

and found out that p





for   
 














  and fK
d













Following Remark  we can improve these estimates for d   and d   Indeed we
computed C

  and C





q d with q





d   
c
d    
 
  d    
Still the exponent is larger than 
We tried a number of dierent choices of the parametersm
i









  with noninteger F 	 
  we obtained exponents
smaller than  however still larger than two We do not present the corresponding
analysis since it is very messy and more importantly since we do believe that there exists






for which the exponent p is less than two We leave it as a
challenging problem for future work
As explained in Subsection  we can use the estimates of this subsection also for the
corresponding worst case integration problem For arbitrary  this integration problem
is now given by the Sobolev space H
 
which consists of absolutely continuous functions


















We utilize relations between integration in the average case setting with the Wiener sheet
measure and discrepancy in the L

norm see  for the de	nition and basic properties of
discrepancy It was shown in  that the minimal discrepancy 
with optimal weights of n
points in the d dimensional unit cube is equal to the minimal average case error of integration
algorithms This of course allows us to apply the bounds obtained in Subsection  to
discrepancy
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Let n  m
q d be the number of function values used by the algorithm A





























































is the characteristic 
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  t
d
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If we choose q to guarantee that e
A
q d     
 d




for n  n
  d such that
n
  d  

  







From Subsection  we also have
n




















  and f

d
g monotonically decreasing to zero
starting with d  




 points with discrepancy at most   for all d
Construction of these points is open

 Approximation Using Function Values
In this subsection we consider the following function approximation problem in the average
case setting We de	ne the spaces F
d
and the measures 
d
as in Subsection  ie F
d
is the
class of continuous functions de	ned over  
d
with the sup norm and 
d
is the classical






























































are chosen in such a way that U
i

f is a piecewise linear function passing through
f





















It is known see  that the algorithm U
i
































is nested and the assumptions 
 and 
 hold with equalities Indeed
we have




D   F   and F

 
Hence the algorithm A


d is strongly polynomialtime i
 
p
   

Assume for simplicity that    To estimate the cost of the algorithm we 	rst compute










































Hence for d    and    
 d





























factors in the ! notation depend on d see  Hence the exponents of   as well as of
ln   in the cost estimate of the algorithm A


d agree with the corresponding exponents
in the average case complexity







d   
c
d    
  

As before it is possible to improve this bound For instance by using 
 of Lemma  we























The exponent p can be once more lowered by using a modi	ed Lemma  We now need to
divide b
d and the argument of the logarithm in the numerator of 
 by  Then we get
p








d   
c
d    
 	
  d    
The minimal value of the exponent p is not known Of course it must be a number from
the interval 
  Unlike for integration a better upper bound on the exponent p for
approximation is unknown

 Arbitrary Linear Functionals
In the previous subsections we considered speci	c tensor product problems and algorithms
that use information consisting of function values In this subsection we deal with a general
tensor product problem and algorithms that use information consisting of arbitrary con
tinuous linear functionals As already mentioned in the introduction in this case optimal




d by comparing them with the optimal algorithms
















 n      
for some positive r As in Subsection  we take for d   the optimal information N
i








  Lemma  yields that the error of the algorithm A
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not using the optimal information for d    its cost diers asymptotically in   only by a
multiplicative constant Furthermore even the asymptotic constants are related Indeed









Hence if we can choose F    r ln F then they are comparable

 Appendix
In this appendix we show some relations between the concepts of tractability and strong
tractability which have been mentioned in the introduction and in Section 
i First we show that if S
 
is not a linear functional then tractability and strong
tractability coincide for tensor product problems This holds in the worst case and average




 Obviously it is enough to show that tractability
implies strong tractability
We begin with the worst case setting For the class 
all
it is proven in  For the
class 
std
we proceed as follows Tractability in 
std
implies tractability in 
all
 The latter
yields that B  kS
 
k   see 
i of Theorem  of  Tractability in 
std
means that for
d   there exists a one dimensional algorithm U
n




 for some positive p Hence we can apply the construction of Section  with the one
dimensional algorithm U
i




that the problem is strongly tractable
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eigenvalues of the covariance operator C

d







 Clearly for tensor





































































We show that tractability in 
all
implies B   Suppose on the contrary that B   
It is enough to consider the case B   Then 

  
  Let e


n d be the nth minimal

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Thus to guarantee that say e


n d  
p





tractability Hence B   as claimed
Tractability in 
all






 for some positive k
see Theorem  of  We now take a one dimensional algorithm U
n
that uses n inner











 Since B   the
construction of Section  yields a strongly polynomialtime algorithm This means that the
problem is strongly tractable
This also proves that for the class 
all






















for some positive k
For the class 
std





 This yields B   The existence of a one dimensional algorithm that uses n function
values with the average case error of order n
 k
for some positive k follows from tractability
in 
std
for d   The rest of the proof is the same as for the class 
all

iiWe now show that if S
 




   may or may not yield





trivially strongly tractable Due to equivalence between the worst and average case settings

















     t

 and the problem can be solved
by using just one function value for all d This holds for all  and the norm of S
 
can be
arbitrary large for suciently large 
We now present an example of a linear functional S
 
with norm  which yields an in





be de	ned on   with the support 








g with innerproduct de	ned by the condition that h
i
are orthonormal






 This yields B  kS
 
k  
For the d dimensional case F
d








	 f g each with a dif


















of cardinality n  
d
then we do not sample in 
d
 n regions Let I be the set of indices























 n we have
kf






   It is known that the worst case error of any algorithm that uses



















function values Hence the problem is intractable
iii Finally we show that if S
 
is a linear functional which cannot be represented as a
	nite combination of function evaluations and kS
 
k   then the tensor product problem is
not strongly tractable As in 
ii it is enough to consider the worst case setting Let S
 
f 
hf hi with khk   and let e


n  denote the minimal worst case error of approximating S
 
using function values at n optimally chosen points Our assumption means that e


n   
For arbitrary d we have S
d














n d denote the
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   
This of course implies that the problem is not strongly tractable











We select a special f to bound e


n d from below Let x
jk










   for j        n kf
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Finally take f  gkgk Then f
x
j
















is an increasing function of a and a   de
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This completes the proof
iv We add one more reason why the concept of strong tractability for approximating
a sequence of linear operators fW
d
g with the normalized condition kW
d
k    d may
lead to some strange conclusions Indeed suppose we have a tensor product problem fS
d
g
with   kS
 
k 	 






then the normalized condition is satis	ed
and as already explained the problem fW
d
g is not strongly tractable However we may
proceed dierently For every d we choose a point x
d
from the domain of functions at














that the normalized condition kW
d
k   is satis	ed Then the problem fW
d
g is strongly













a strongly polynomialtime algorithm of Section  for the nonnormalized problem fS
d
g In
both cases we are really approximating a sequence fS
d
g however depending on the way
how the normalized condition is satis	ed we obtain an intractable or strongly tractable
problem
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